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January 2022 Issue, Part I

One of the Greatest Deceptions in Human History
Dear Family and Friends:
WE HAVE BEEN LIED TO by the powers that be, in one of the greatest
deceptions in human history. If you believed the lies and took the
vax, you have been snookered. I have been snookered many times in
my life, and was a loyal member of the Snookered Club for years. But
you can resign and join the Truth and Freedom Club, whose President
and CEO is Jesus Christ. As always, QUESTION EVERYTHING
(including this document), do your own research, check out these
sources, and take these things to the Lord for confirmation, for the
truth shall set us free. (I am not an anti-vaxxer, but believe vaccines
should be thoroughly tested for safety and approved before being
released to the public).
Most of you who took the vax will dismiss this message because you
are committed to your course of action, you would be embarrassed if
you admitted you made a mistake, and you just can’t believe that the
government and medical authorities would perpetuate such an evil
and diabolical scheme on humanity. Most of these authorities believe
the (fake) “science” that is peddled by Fauci, the media, and Big
Pharma; a much smaller number know it is truly evil. This newsletter
is for the remnant and those who seek the truth.
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By the way, Amos 3:7 says the Lord always warns His people before
He does something, and the New Testament affirms that the Holy
Spirit will tell us of things to come beyond what Christ revealed to His
disciples:
“I still have many things to say to you, but you cannot bear them
now. However, when He, the Spirit of truth, has come, He will
guide you into all truth… and He will tell you things to come.
John 16:12-13
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I. One of the Greatest Deceptions in
History – Sixteen Lies
Fauci, TRUMP, Biden, FDA, CDC, NIH, Big Pharma, (and some
prominent PASTORS) all promised that COVID-19 VACCINES ARE
SAFE AND EFFECTIVE, and that if we all take the vax, we can go back
to normal. (And the presstitutes in the mainstream and social media
push out this propaganda and stifle any dissenting voices - this from
personal experience. Prostitutes – males or females who sell their
bodies; presstitutes – members of the media who sell their souls.)
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The evidence shows their claims are false, and that they are not even
vaccines, but gene modification injections that change our God-given
DNA. (Satan wants to recreate us in HIS image by altering our DNA.)

Sixteen Lies About COVID-19 and the Vax
Lie#1: We are experiencing a pandemic; they changed the definition
of a pandemic to no longer require massive deaths (was actually done
a few years before CV),
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/12/10/1976-swine-flupandemic.aspx?ui=4eabd88b2456fc59f17f77bb7bf09bc7dbef11d8363910eb1d777981ad65f549&cid
_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1ReadMore&cid=20201210_HL2&mid=DM74339
5&rid=1031246630

Lie #2: They portrayed Dr. Fauci as the nation’s COVID-19 expert and
spokesman who deliver us from the ravages of COVID, covering up
his sordid history and ties to Big Pharma. (https://z3news.com/w/beyondbeaglegate-faucis-long-history-of-atrocities-including-torturing-children, 1990s: Dr Fauci Killed 80
Black And Latino Children | Video Rebel's Blog (wordpress.com) ,

Lie #3: They lied about them being vaccines when they are really
genetic modification therapies that contain nanobots and spike
proteins that attack our immune system and change our DNA,
 The COVID-19 “vaccines” do not fit the legal definition of a
vaccine, but are labeled vaccines in order to fall under
congressional declaration of legal immunity for vaccines. (By
the way, why should Big Pharma receive legal immunity for
vaccines?) (https://444prophecynews.com/2-new-pandemics-are-coming-part-2ewm/),

Lie #4: They lied about the source of the vaccines, covering up
Fauci’s illegal funding gain-of-function research to the Wuhan lab in
China to produce COVID-19 https://nypost.com/2021/10/21/nih-admits-us-funded-gainof-function-in-wuhan-despite-faucis-repeated-denials/

Lie #5: The CDC and NIH (National Institutes of Health) falsely claim
that there are no viable remedies for Covid-19, thus. They
intentionally suppressed information on viable alternative remedies
for COVID-19 (thus sacrificing thousands of lives),
 They lied about the “dangers of Ivermectin” and ridiculed and
attacked alternative viable remedies for COVID (Ivermectin,
which they refer to as “horse medicine” has a stellar record of
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healing people from COVID-19 in many countries),
https://z3news.com/w/the-deadly-censorship-of-ivermectin/

Lie #6: They changed the definition of herd immunity to be achieved
ONLY through mass vaccination campaigns, https://newspunch.com/whochanges-definition-of-herd-immunity-immunity-comes-solely-from-vaccines/

Lie #7: They lie about “covid disinformation”, attack anyone who
questions the official narrative, and even threaten doctors who
prescribe alternative remedies with losing their medical licenses,
https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/26/us/covid-ivermectin-arkansas-doctor/index.html

Lie #8: They lied about the reliability of the PCR test, which generates
as high as 90% false positives. https://inflation.us/content/media-lying-about-covid19-testing),


The CDC followed the recommendations of the WHO and
required the PCR test to be run at 35-40 cycles, thus
guaranteeing at least 90% false positives. The PCR test is the
primary test used to identify COVID-19, even though its inventor
has stated publicly it is ineffective as a diagnostic device.

Lie #9: They lied about the vaccine test results (the animals died),
https://beforeitsnews.com/christian-news/2021/08/canadiain-doctor-tells-us-its-all-lies-deathsfrom-the-delta-variant-are-really-people-being-killed-by-the-vaccine-dr-jane-ruby-revealsextremely-scary-information-that-the-cdc-may-have-actively-2600381.html

Lie #10: They lied when they said the vaccines are safe and effective
for the long term (they have no long-term studies).
 FDA knew about serious side effects of the vaccines before they
were released - only on an experimental basis - and yet sent
“Fact Sheets” about the vaccines to all medical institutions that
omitted these facts. https://gellerreport.com/2021/09/vax-sick-and-dead.html/
Lie #11: They lied about the number of COVID deaths by financially
incentivizing hospitals to label deaths as COVID deaths, when on the
average they have 2.6 co-morbidities like cancer, heart disease, etc.,
https://thegate.boardingarea.com/economic-incentive-to-inflate-death-count-of-the-2019-novelcoronavirus-acknowledged-at-official-hearing/, https://gellerreport.com/2021/09/shocking-

fraud-cdc-now-lists-vaccinated-deaths-as-unvaccinated.html/
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Lie #12: They lied about the vaccine adverse effects by creating a
vaccine adverse effects system (VAERS) that is almost impossible to
use and reports about 1% of all adverse effects,
https://principia-scientific.com/the-vaccine-death-report/

Lie #14: They lied about the danger of COVID for children so they can
inject our children with their poison, https://beforeitsnews.com/christiannews/2021/08/canadiain-doctor-tells-us-its-all-lies-deaths-from-the-delta-variant-are-really-peoplebeing-killed-by-the-vaccine-dr-jane-ruby-reveals-extremely-scary-information-that-the-cdc-mayhave-actively-2600381.html

Lie #15: They lied by claiming those hospitalized with COVID are the
unvaccinated, when most people in hospitals with COVID are FULLY
VAXXED (both Gibraltar - 99% vaccinated and Iceland - 90-98%,
vaccinated are experiencing massive COVID outbreaks)
https://deception.news/2021-08-13-cdc-claims-99-percent-hospitalized-patients-unvaccinated.html

Lie #16: They lie when they falsely claim that the spread of COVID is
by the unvaccinated, when many vaccinated have become
superspreaders. (And because the “vaccines” didn’t protect people
from COVID, they are now pushing the boosters.)
https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontlinenews/immunization-expert-unvaccinated-people-arenot-dangerous-vaccinated-people-are-dangerous-for-others/

WHY do the Protected need to be protected from the Unprotected by
FORCING the Unprotected to use the PROTECTION that didn't
PROTECT them in the first place?
https://thetruthiswhere.wordpress.com/2021/10/10/why-do-the-protected-need-to-be-protectedfrom-the-unprotected-by-forcing-the-unprotected-to-use-the-protection-that-didnt-protect-theprotected-in-the-first-place/
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When they realized their fear campaign did not scare the hell out of
enough people and get them to take the jab, their partners in crime in
the private sector, government agencies, and hospitals started
mandating the vax as a condition for employment (leading to
hundreds of thousands of people losing their jobs), only to then
complain about a “worker shortage”! (It’s like a guy shooting his wife,
then complaining that he is all alone).
We might see one or two of these facts as mistakes or officials merely
being misinformed. But the consistent, unrelenting duplicities,
intentional falsehoods, and propaganda across the media,
government, academia, medical establishment, and private
corporations confirm that this is a global plandemic whose deception
in truly breathtaking, and points to the Father of Lies as the ultimate
source.
To gain insight into the source of this madness, just take a look at
who is pushing this initiative - global elites like Bill Gates, World
Health Organization, the Global Alliance for Vaccines and
Immunization (GAVI), and the World Economic Forum, many of whom
who have expressed their desire to depopulate the earth.
“If we do a really great job on new vaccines and…
reproductive health services, (i.e., abortion) we could lower
the world population by perhaps 10% or 15%.” Bill Gates
And it is happening. This would make a great sci-fi movie, but it is no
movie. It is real life, and we are in it.
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GAVI – The Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization
https://www.gavi.org/

The GAVI Alliance is a global health partnership of public and private
sector organizations dedicated to “immunization for all”. (They want
to vaccinate everyone on the planet). It receives major funding from
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.
On the bright side, we were born to live at this time, to be witnesses
and ambassadors to Christ in the midst of this heavy, oppressive
darkness and deception. When we repent of our sins, forgive others,
and surrender to the Lord of Lords and King of Kings, He empowers
us to go forth with the light of Christ to share His love, mercy, and
truth with all those who are struggling to live and make sense out of
this endarkened time and place. (We have read the last chapter of
The Book, and we know we are on the winning side.)
So please review the following with an open but critical mind:
These Vaccines Are NOT Vaccines


These vaccines are NOT vaccines (they don’t fit the legal definition of
vaccines), but are self-replicating ‘spike protein’ depopulation bioweapons.
The spike proteins attack virtually all body parts and organs of a human
being. They have been scientifically proven to cross the blood-brain
barrier, attacking the whole brain and nervous and muscle systems. In
addition to spike proteins, the vaccines also contain toxic graphene oxide,
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metallic magnetic nano-particles, prions, and dark matter.
https://444prophecynews.com/2-new-pandemics-are-coming-part-2-ewm/

FDA Requests 55 Years to Release Data on Pfizer Vaccine


Despite the FDA’s claim that it is committed to transparency, especially for
COVID-19 emergency use authorizations (EUAs), the agency first requested
55 years to release the data supporting the approval of Comirnaty (a Pfizer
COVID-19 vaccine) after a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request was
filed, and then asked for an extra 20 years to fully comply.
Why Is the FDA Hiding the Pfizer Vaccine Data? (mercola.com)

QUESTION: What do they have to hide, and why is the FDA covering
for
Pfizer?
Life insurance policies can refuse payouts for the jabbed because covid
vaccines are “medical experiments”
Life insurance policies can refuse payouts for the jabbed because covid vaccines
are “medical experiments” – NaturalNews.com/

Interview With Nurses – What They are Witnessing and Babies Born
Sent Straight to Emergency
https://www.bitchute.com/video/wGUQMJuddIjn/?list=notifications&randomize=fals
e

IVF clinics say miscarriages and other reproductive abnormalities
skyrocketed right after covid “vaccines” were unleashed
https://vaccinedeaths.com/2021-12-22-ivf-miscarriages-reproductiveabnormalities-skyrocketed-covid-vaccines.html

More Children Die From the COVID Shot Than From COVID
More Children Die From the COVID Shot Than From COVID (mercola.com)

Perplexing Paralysis of the Young

https://444prophecynews.com/perplexing-paralysis-of-the-young-anno-domini-144k/

NY Times admits covid “booster” shots damage immunity, leave body
defenseless against virus
NY Times admits covid “booster” shots damage immunity, leave body
defenseless against virus – NaturalNews.com

British PM Boris Johnson steps in it with COVID hospitalization stat; admits
90% of ICU patients are DOUBLE-vaxxed
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British PM Boris Johnson steps in it with COVID hospitalization stat; admits 90%
of ICU patients are DOUBLE-vaxxed – NaturalNews.com

Vaccine DAMAGE now ubiquitous in Denmark as “Omicron” hospitalizations
occur primarily in “fully vaccinated”
Vaccine DAMAGE now ubiquitous in Denmark as “Omicron” hospitalizations
occur primarily in “fully vaccinated” – NaturalNews.com

Official government data from Germany suggests covid fully vaccinated
people will develop AIDS
Official government data from Germany suggests covid fully vaccinated people
will develop AIDS – NaturalNews.com

5 More Vaccinated Soccer Players DIE of Heart Attack
5 more vaccinated soccer players DIE of heart attack – NaturalNews.com

Commercial pilot says his colleagues are “dropping like flies with crushing
chest pains” following covid vaccinations

Commercial pilot says his colleagues are “dropping like flies with crushing chest
pains” following covid vaccinations – NaturalNews.com

Pilot Deaths Up 1700% after Vax Mandates
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/pilot-deathsup-1700-after-vax-mandates

Denmark: No-vax is PROTECTIVE; Vax INVITES Omicron


Only 8.5% of Omicron cases are among the “wholly UN-vaccinated”.
Denmark: No-vax is PROTECTIVE; Vax INVITES Omicron (substack.com)

Shockingly, CDC Now Lists Vaccinated Deaths as Unvaccinated
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola, September 15, 2021:


According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, you’re
not counted as fully vaccinated until a full 14 days have passed since your
second injection in the case of Pfizer or Moderna, or 14 days after your first
dose of Janssen, despite the fact that over 80% of deaths after the vaccines
occur in this window of time. How convenient!
https://gellerreport.com/2021/09/shocking-fraud-cdc-now-lists-vaccinated-deathsas-unvaccinated.html/

TOTAL FRAUD: CDC allows hospitals to classify dead vaccinated people as
“unvaccinated deaths”
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-09-17-cdc-hospitals-classify-dead-vaccinatedas-unvaccinated.html

CDC falsely claimed 99 PERCENT of hospitalized patients did not get
inoculated
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https://deception.news/2021-08-13-cdc-claims-99-percent-hospitalized-patientsunvaccinated.html

The CDC admits: PCR tests cannot differentiate between
coronaviruses!
(So is it Flu or CV? They can't differentiate)
https://www.brighteon.com/a8ef9e25-cdd3-453e-b4dc-97d2faada2b2
https://www.brighteon.com/b91f0a0a-3906-4061-a782-9207c76dc3c4

CDC Director Admits Over 75% Of Covid Deaths Were Among People
With ‘At Least Four Comorbidities’



CDC Director Rochelle Walensky admitted on Friday that over 75% of Covid
deaths were among people “who had at least four comorbidities” and were
“unwell to begin with.”
“The overwhelming number of deaths, over 75%, occurred in people who
had at least four comorbidities,” Walensky told GMA on Friday. “So really
these are people who were unwell to begin with.”
https://z3news.com/w/narrative-shift-cdc-director-admits-over-75-of-covid-deathswere-among-people-with-at-least-four-comorbidities/

Local Detroit TV Asks For Stories of Unvaxxed Dying from COVID –
Gets over 182K Responses of Vaccine Injured and Dead Instead
https://gellerreport.com/2021/09/vax-sick-and-dead.html/

Must Watch – NIH Claimed Joint Ownership of Moderna mRNA
Vaccine, Began Development WEEKS Ahead of Pandemic
Must Watch – NIH Claimed Joint Ownership of Moderna mRNA Vaccine, Began
Development WEEKS Ahead of Pandemic (infowars.com)

How Did Astra-Zeneca Manufacture "COVID-19 Vaccine" in July of
2018 Before the Disease Was Even Discovered or Named?
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/how-did-astrazeneca-manufacture-covid-19-vaccine-in-july-of-2018-before-the-disease-waseven-discovered-or-named

Gibraltar (99% Of Population Vaccinated) and Iceland (90-98% Of
Population Vaccinated) See MASSIVE Covid Spike
https://humansarefree.com/2021/07/gibraltar-iceland-almost-entire-populationvaccinated-massive-covid-spike.html

Ultra Vaxed Israel Now Has HIGHEST CV Rate in Whole World
http://www.informationliberation.com/?id=62514

4,600+ Doctors, Scientists Accuse COVID Policymakers of ‘Crimes
Against Humanity’
https://z3news.com/w/4600-doctors-scientists-accuse-covid-policymakers-of-crimesagainst-humanity/

1,000 Lawyers and 10,000 Doctors Have Filed a Lawsuit for COVID-19
"Vaccine" Violations of the Nuremberg Code
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/1-000-lawyers-and10-000-doctors-have-filed-a-lawsuit-for-covid-19-vaccine-violations-of-thenuremberg-code
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Massive German Newspaper GILD Issues Apology to Country for
C*O*V*I*D Deception
https://ricktoney.wordpress.com/2021/07/31/german-newspaper-apologizes-forpushing-covid-lockdown-hysteria-and-harming-society/

Vaccinated People Found to be 600% More Likely to Die From Covid
“Variants”
Than Unvaccinated People
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-06-22-vaccinated-people-600percent-more-diecovid-variants.html

CDC Caught Lying About Children Dying from COVID-19 to Justify
Giving Children the Vaccine



Inside whistleblowers - COVID testing is fraudulent and unscientific; zero
proof tests are legit.
https://beforeitsnews.com/christian-news/2021/08/canadiain-doctor-tells-us-its-alllies-deaths-from-the-delta-variant-are-really-people-being-killed-by-the-vaccine-drjane-ruby-reveals-extremely-scary-information-that-the-cdc-may-have-actively2600381.html

Breakthrough Cases Surge: Vaccinated Individuals Accounted for
87% of Covid Hospitalizations Over the Past Week in Wales UK; 99%
of All New Cases Were Under 60 Years Old
https://gellerreport.com/2021/10/breakthrough-cases-surge-vaccinatedindividuals-accounted-for-87-of-covid-hospitalizations.html/

What’s Going On? India Sees Surge Of Deaths And Injuries Following
COVID-19 Vaccine Roll-Out
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https://humansarefree.com/2021/05/whats-going-on-india-sees-surge-of-deathsand-injuries-following-covid-19-vaccine-roll-out.html

Vaccine expert warns the unvaccinated to never take COVID vaccines




Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche, a renowned vaccine expert, virologist and
former senior officer of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, urged those
who have not taken the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccine to “stay
unvaccinated” if they want to protect their innate immune systems.
Vanden Bossche warned that the “antibodies” produced by the COVID-19
vaccines suppress a person’s natural immunity, and they “cannot
substitute for it” since these “antibodies,” if they actually provide any kind
of protection against infection or transmission, do not last very long.
Vaccine expert warns the unvaccinated to never take COVID vaccines –
NaturalNews.com

Minnesota medical board harasses doctor for prescribing ivermectin
Minnesota medical board harasses doctor for prescribing ivermectin
(fascism.news)

This Whole Pandemic Was About the Vaccine
https://blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/05/28/doctor-_1820_thiswhole-pandemic-was-about-the-vaccine_1920_.aspx

Forced Vax was ALWAYS the End Game - Barbara Loe Fisher
https://covid-unmasked.net/forced-vaccination-was-always-the-end-game-barbaraloe-fisher-2546/

II. What is in the “Vaccines” That is
so Destructive to Human Beings?
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Technological Parasitism: Covid Vaccines Appear to Contain Self-Assembling
“Nano-Octopus” Microparticles

Technological parasitism: Covid vaccines appear to contain self-assembling
“nano-octopus” microparticles – NaturalNews.com

Autopsy Analysis: 93% of Post-vaccination Deaths Are Caused by the Jabs…
“Killer Lymphocytes” Attack Organs Like the Heart and Lungs




Independent research conducted by Drs. Sucharit Bhakdi and Arne
Burkhardt suggests that the vast majority of deaths that occur after
“vaccination” for the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) are, in fact, caused by
the jabs.
For their research, the two doctors took a closer look at 15 deceased
bodies that were deemed by coroners or public prosecutors to have been
unrelated to vaccination. It turns out that 14 of the 15 cases, or 93 percent,
actually did die because of the jabs.
Autopsy analysis: 93% of post-vaccination deaths are caused by the jabs… “killer
lymphocytes” attack organs like the heart and lungs – NaturalNews.com

Dr. Paul Cottrell: The covid vaccine is a government bioweapons
"antidote" gone awry
https://www.brighteon.com/4c2922ea-7239-478d-8780-6fb80d4df3f4

Mark of the Beast is here: Microchip implants that track your vaccination
status are now being used in Sweden
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-26-mark-of-the-beast-microchip-implantstrack-vaccination-status.html

How the Endless Boosters Will Destroy Immune Function
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/12/28/coronavirus-vaccinebooster-shot-healtheffects.aspx?ui=4eabd88b2456fc59f17f77bb7bf09bc7dbef11d8363910eb1d777981a
d65f549&sd=20200610&cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1Rea
dMore&cid=20211228&mid=DM1076835&rid=1363466410

Dr Jane Ruby Reveals Toxic Covid Vaxx Batch Labels


Dr Jane Ruby: “Pfizer, Moderna and Johnson and Johnson are
experimenting with lethal dose Covid vaxxes on humans, both adult and
children. In fact their lot numbers reveal whether that batch is designed to
only find the level at which the victims are killed or the level at which they
are merely disabled for life.
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https://vidrebel.wordpress.com/2022/01/06/dr-jane-ruby-reveals-toxic-covid-vaxxbatch-labels/

German chemist Dr. Andreas Noack found DEAD after exposing presence of
graphene hydroxide in covid “vaccines”
German chemist Dr. Andreas Noack found DEAD after exposing presence of
graphene hydroxide in covid “vaccines” – NaturalNews.com

Lancet science paper DESTROYS false narrative of covid vaccines, reveals
vaccinated are PERPETUATING the pandemic
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-21-lancet-paper-destroys-false-narrativecovid-vaccines.html

There is a living creature inside the vaccine. It is immortal. The “Hydra
Vulgaris” See description – Jim Crenshaw

There is a living creature inside the vaccine. It is immortal. The “Hydra Vulgaris”
See description - Jim Crenshaw - 444 Prophecy News

U.S Army Physician Warns About Toxic Ingredients in COVID Shots
September 29, 2021 10:51 AM By Centre for Research on Globalization
https://z3news.com/w/u-s-army-physician-warns-about-toxic-ingredients-in-covidshots/

STUDY: mRNA Vaccines Present “Tragic and Even Catastrophic” Side Effects
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-08-12-study-mrna-vaccines-tragic-catastrophic-sideeffects.html

Medical News: Ingredients in Jab produce Unique MAC address and
Show up on Blue Tooth Scans – Dr Luis Miguel De Benito

https://444prophecynews.com/medical-news-ingredients-in-jab-produceunique-mac-address-and-show-up-on-blue-tooth-scans-dr-luis-miguel-debenito/
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III. Global Depopulation is Now
Underway, Just Like They Planned
Death Rates Are Up 40% in 3rd Quarter Compared to Pre-Pandemic






J. Scott Davidson, CEO of One America Insurance, speaking at a national insurance
conference, stated that death rates from all causes are up 40% in the third quarter of
2021 compared to pre-pandemic years. “That’s a staggering amount”, he stated.
To illustrate just how severe the current death rate is, Davison said a one in
200-year catastrophe would likely only cause a 10 percent increase over
pre-pandemic deaths.
Notably, Davison said that even if COVID-19 is not listed on a person’s
death certificate, that doesn’t mean the virus didn’t play a role. For
example, Davison said a person can contract COVID-19 and recover, but
the virus could have triggered a separate illness that eventually leads to
death.

https://thehill.com/changing-america/well-being/longevity/588738-huge-huge-numbers-death-ratesup-40-percent-over-pre

NOTE: This is consistent with several experts’ observation that the COVID vax greatly
hinders a person’s immune system, making them vulnerable to illness and death
from multiple causes.

It's a Depopulation Agenda - Dr. Lee Merritt (Corona Committee)








Orthopedic Surgeon Dr. Lee Merritt states Covid-19 is a depopulation
agenda.
We have an international pharmaceutical cartel that is the biggest
supporter of politicians and the media.
They fund the FDA, and 70% of the FDA is a revolving door with Big
Pharma.
The CDC doesn’t make money by protecting the public, but from their
patents on vaccines.
They now have a product that the government forces people to use, and
indemnify them against any damage, and their own cheerleading agency –
the CDC.
But there is a bigger agenda at work here – depopulation. The numbers that
are coming out are undeniable – we are seeing depopulation.
https://beforeitsnews.com/health/2022/01/its-a-depopulation-agenda-dr-lee-merrittcorona-committee-3043973.html

“We Are Watching The Mass Murder Of Millions,” Warns Dr. Malone
In Exclusive Interview
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Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of the mRNA vaccine, speaks out about the
impact of the vaccine on those who receive it.
https://www.infowars.com/posts/watch-dr-malone-responds-to-project-veritasfauci-gain-of-function-bombshell-highlights/

DEPOPULATION ALERT: Shocking New Study Reveals Covid Vaccine
TERMINATES 4 out of 5 Pregnancies via “Spontaneous Abortions”
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-07-01-depopulation-alert-shocking-new-studyreveals-covid-vaccine-terminates-4-out-of-5-pregnancies-via-spontaneousabortions.html

GLOBAL ALERT: An estimated 10 million people PER DAY are set on
irreversible countdown to vaccine death that could exterminate BILLIONS if
not stopped in the next year
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-04-10-million-people-per-day-are-set-onirreversible-countdown-to-vaccine-death.html

The depopulation smoking gun: Alarming charts show the number Of
Americans ‘vaxxed’ aligns ominously with Deagel’s forecast
depopulation numbers for 2025
https://vaccinedeaths.com/2021-12-23-the-depopulation-smoking-gun.html

Premeditated Mass Murder - Dr. Michael Yeadon - Former Pfizer
Scientist



Jan 7, 2022 – Dr. Michael Yeadon, interviewed by Reiner Fuellmich’s
Corona Investigative Committee in Berlin.
Dr. Yeadon states that deadly vaccine lot numbers are evidence of
premeditated mass murder.

Premeditated Mass Murder - Dr. Michael Yeadon - Former Pfizer CEO | Health | Before
It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

Idaho Doctor Reports a ‘20 Times Increase’ of Cancer in Vaccinated
Patients
https://freeworldnews.tv/watch?id=6142f4872f7c75002562dd31

PLANDEMIC WARNINGS: PART 3 – EWM
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The COVID Agenda & Mark of the Beast Technology

https://444prophecynews.com/the-covid-agenda-mark-of-the-beast-technologygary-h-kah/

Ultimate Control: Vaccine Passports to be Linked to Your Bank
Account






The vaccine passport they are rolling out will connect us with the global
brain, and our ability to buy and sell will depend on whether we have
received the COVID vaccines and boosters.
“I don’t see a pathway for life to go forward without a vaccine passport in
the next 12-18 months”, stated the CEO of Jumio, the company developing
the software.
The evangelical church leaders have become irrelevant. We are in the most
dire situation ever, and they have nothing to say about it. They either don’t
know what is going on or they are involved in the deception.
https://www.trunews.com/stream/ultimate-control-vaccine-passports-to-be-linkedto-your-bank-account
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IV. The MOST IMPORTANT THING
YOU CAN DO If You Took the Vax
– REPENT
Most of us would never believe that there is anything spiritual about a
vaccine that promises to cure COVID-19. And yet when we discover
that it is really a bioweapon designed to change our God-given DNA –
(to recreate us in the image of the beast), and for depopulation of the
human race created in the image of God (GENOCIDE), we start to
understand the spiritual dimensions of the “vaccine”.
These COVID-19 “vaccines” are different from any in the past. They
contain or were tested with cells from aborted babies, turn our bodies
- (temples of the living God) into magnetic spike protein factories,
cause blood clotting at the capillary level, and modify our God-given
DNA, the very substance of our being. I encourage you to review the
following warnings with an open but critical mind, and take them to
the Lord for confirmation. Your health and life may depend on it.
Demon Spills The Beans on Black Magic in the V (Video)






This video shows a demon spill the beans on the pharmakeia and black
magic in the vaccine.
The demon confesses the covid vaccine opens doors for demons to come
in, and bring unforgiveness, hatred, and fear. The objective is to kill the
people before forgiveness, take their soul to hell.
When asked what happens if the person repents of the vaccine the demon
says you know what happens. Jesus will still save you IF you repent.
Video: Demon Spills The Beans on Black Magic in the V - 444 Prophecy News
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Wake Up My People – Lynne Johnson




The evil one is attempting to get all people under his control via the
vaccines.
Understand that the basis for these so-called vaccines is to destroy your
ability to connect with Me through your spirit.
https://444prophecynews.com/wake-up-my-people-lynne-johnson/

The Seed Wars and The Final Harvest – Michelle Katherine Orts





Fallen Angel DNA is contained in the mRNA vaccines, along with other
quantum bio-nano technologies - Luciferase and Luciferin which are selfreplicating within the spike protein.
All of these things cross the blood brain barrier, can enter and hijack any
size cell, including stem cells which produce blood in the human body.
Luciferase also allows detection of its presence in the human body and
provides self-illuminating biolescence among other dangerous quantum
technologies not meant to comingle in God’s Children who are all created
in the Image of God, Jesus.
https://444prophecynews.com/the-seed-wars-and-the-final-harvest-michellekatherine-orts/

COVID-19 is Connected to the Beast System
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The serious nature of Covid was published in March 2020 and how it was
connected to critical behind scenes events.
The Holy Spirit revealed that it was planned and an integral part of
antichrist’s system of control, as the Holy Spirit called it “the beast
system” in July 2021.
https://444prophecynews.com/next-level-of-attack-from-the-prince-of-the-air-partone-handmaid-of-the-most-high/

I AM the Great Physician – April Denise Stefko





Repent and stop idolizing the institution created to kill you. Wake up! How
can you be effective for My kingdom when you’re still depending on the
pawns of the devil?
Make Me Lord. I am the Great Physician, not the indoctrinated fools who
prescribe poison. Stop partaking in the willful deterioration of your own
body. https://444prophecynews.com/i-am-the-great-physician-april-denise-stefko/

To Those Who Have Taken The Jab: You Have a Short Window of
Opportunity to REPENT – Alison Pound

This is what the Lord God has told me to say to those who have taken the jab:
 “You have a short window of opportunity to repent.
 Your friends who have been vaccinated have not much time before they are
sick unto death. It is true. Their bodies will not cope with the messenger of
destruction that has been placed into their bloodstream. Cells are being
destroyed and misshapen; an unseen hand is at work. At first, just small
things, colds that won’t go away, allergies, vision impairment, a heart
murmur.”
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COVID = Certificate of Vaccination ID. It was designed and patented way back.
 The Lord is telling us [that the vaccine is not the mark of the beast, but] it is
the foundation work that prepares the body to accept that final mark.
 Our bodies are the Temple of the Holy Spirit. Psalm 91 tells us we are to
make the Most High God our dwelling place.
 Choose this day whom you will serve. We are being given an opportunity to
repent. Appeal to the mercy and grace being offered in this short window of
time we have left.
https://444prophecynews.com/to-those-who-have-taken-the-jab-you-have-a-shortwindow-of-opportunity-to-repent-alison-pound/

THE PROCESS – Nikki Ramirez



If you have taken the vaccine, you must repent, because the process has
started in you, but there is true hope in Me. But the more you comply and
continue with the process to allow them to change you, My creation, the
further away you get from Me. Once you allow them to complete the
process in you [through the chip], I will no longer know you. You will no
longer be Mine. I have warned of this, and now is the time to gird your loins
and put on the full armor.
With the greatest love for you,
Yeshua Hamasiach
https://444prophecynews.com/the-process-nikki-ramirez/

God is a God of SECOND CHANCES – Averine Pennington
Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2021/08/03
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I am so glad that our God is a God of ‘SECOND CHANCES.’ My heart has been so
heavy regarding all the millions upon millions of humanity throughout the earth
that have been deceived by Satan. They have been easily convinced into putting
something ‘abominable to God’ into their bodies . . . the temples of the living God
(see 1 Cor. 3:16-17).
 Yes, all those who have taken the vaccine are in grave danger. They have put
something inside their bodies that is somehow going to cause changes to occur,
preparing them to receive the coming MOTB [Mark of the Beast].
 The time to repent is very short. I believe we are very close to the end of the ‘age
of grace.’ The door has already started closing and could slam shut at any
moment. I pray there is yet time for one more CALL TO GOD’S PRAYER
WARRIORS. Please, I beg you, fast and pray with me NOW!
https://444prophecynews.com/second-chances-standing-in-the-gap-averinepennington/

Do Not Allow ANY Deception In to Your Heart or Mind – Lynne Johnson
Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2021/09/24

Many have already rushed to accept a ‘vaccine’ that does absolutely nothing to protect
against any virus, but instead disrupts your human DNA, pumps poisonous substances
throughout your body and causes a multitude of horrible, painful side effects which are
permanent. The whole point of the ’vaccine’ was to do all of these things to your body
and to remove you from being redeemed by Me.
https://444prophecynews.com/do-not-allow-any-deception-in-to-your-heart-ormind-lynne-johnson/

VAXX: Testimony of Deliverance – Noel Castillo
Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2021/10/06
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If you have taken the VAXX and you knew you shouldn’t have taken it, repent,
repent, repent, fast, and ask the Holy Spirit to break every pact, to destroy any
spells, to forgive you and cleanse you with the blood of Jesus. There is salvation
in Jesus!
https://444prophecynews.com/vaxx-testimony-of-deliverance-noel-castillo/

V. The SECOND MOST IMPORTANT
THING YOU CAN DO If You
Took the Vax – Investigate and
Seek Treatment
While the spiritual dimensions of the vax take precedence, the
physical side effects are also real. Competent, unbiased medical
professionals have been researching possible ways to deal with
effects of the COVID-19 “vax”. Here are some of their findings. As
always, question everything and take it to the Lord for confirmation.
Graphene Oxide Detox Protocols for the Vaxxed & Unvaxxed




There are many people now experiencing jabbers remorse and want to know
what they can do to detoxify Graphene Oxide Nanoparticles and the gain-offunction spike protein they were injected with. Meanwhile, the unvaxxed are
experiencing adverse events and magnetism due to transmission.
This article contains all the known safe and effective detox protocols that
both the vaxxed and the unvaxxed can use to help your body remove these
deadly poisons.
https://beforeitsnews.com/eu/2021/08/graphene-oxide-detox-protocols-for-thevaxxed-unvaxxed-2676106.html

VAX DETOX: 200 Million Americans may want to consider pursuing a Covid-19
vaccine detoxification program while avoiding all boosters like the plague
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-23-200-million-americans-may-want-toconsider-covid-19-vaccine-detox.html
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Antidote To The Contagion: Must Read! Must-Do! Everyone!—Here’s
An Effective Way To Guard Against The Spike Protein Contagion
Caused By The Covid Vaccinated!
https://survivaldan101.com/antidote-to-the-contagion-must-read-must-doeveryone Graphene Oxide Detox Protocols for the Vaxxed & Unvaxxed
https://beforeitsnews.com/eu/2021/08/graphene-oxide-detox-protocols-for-thevaxxed-unvaxxed-2676106.html

If you took the vaccine and you want to live, LISTEN TO THIS
https://www.brighteon.com/ff6772de-98d2-4cff-848b-6ab3f8d7fa3a

Undoing the mRNA Vaxx
https://vidrebel.wordpress.com/2021/09/03/undoing-the-mrna-vaxx/

'PINE NEEDLE TEA' WILL KILL THE SPIKE PROTEIN IN THE CV19 JAB
https://www.brighteon.com/e8ec8d2b-f825-45ea-a021-9ffe30be7282

VI. How to Increase Your Immunity If
You Have Not Taken the Vax
Don’t take the vax or boosters.
 Develop a healthy immune system and be cautious around
others, particularly the vaxxed.
 Seek alternative sources of valid information, such as
wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com, 444prophecynews.com,
z3news.com, stevequayle.com, naturalnews.com, and
chemicalviolence.com/.
 Share this document with your family and friends and hold them
up in prayer.
 Consider taking Ivermectin as a preventative (you can get a
prescription from myfreedoctor.com). Here are some sources
that testify to the tremendous effectiveness of Ivermectin to
preventing and curing COVID-19:
Ivermectin and COVID-19 Prevention: 83% Decrease in Infections with
Ivermectin


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZALh4gBldFQ&ab_channel=Whiteboar
dDoctor

Any Further Deaths Are Needless Deaths – Prescribe Ivermectin
 Ivermectin obliterates transmission of this virus. If you take it, you will

not get sick, and we have four large randomized controlled trials to prove
this.
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It is critical to be used for this virus; any further deaths are needless
deaths, and we have almost 30 studies that show the importance of
Ivermectin.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tq8SXOBy-4w

Japan DROPS Vax Rollout - Goes to Ivermectin November 2, 2021
https://thesecondnews.com/japan-drops-vax-rollout-goes-to-ivermectin-endscovid-almost-overnight/

'This Is Pre-meditated Murder And Genocide!' The MSM And
'Government Entities' Carrying Out These Atrocities Against
Humanity Are Guilty Of War Crimes




Ivermectin is having remarkable success in treating COVID patients as a
cure and a prophylactic. It is safer than Tylenol, has been dispensed about
4 billion times, and is 86% effective as a prophylactic for COVID-19.
Satoshi Ōmura and William C. Campbell were awarded the Nobel Prize for
discovering ivermectin in 2015.

https://allnewspipeline.com/Most_Patients_Need_Not_Die.php

NOTE: In addition to treating horses for parasites, Ivermectin has been
prescribed over 4 billion times for people. In their attempt to brainwash people
into receiving the gene modification injection (the “vax”), the FDA put out a
message: “You are not a horse. You are not a cow. Seriously, y’all. Stop it.”
These people should be imprisoned for all the lives lost because of their false and
misleading messages, all in the name of science.

Vitamin D Enhances Our Immune System


Vitamin D is one of the safest, most effective, and inexpensive ways to
enhance our immune system.
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Download this report and take this brief, on-line COVID assessment at this
website: https://www.stopcovidcold.com/

VII. Wrap-up
Never before in human history has there been a pandemic (planned or
unplanned) that threatens our very existence on a global scale, and a
response from governments that is almost unanimous – for their
citizens to take a bioweapon gene modification injection called a
vaccine. To survive, we need to repent, to humble ourselves and get
on our knees to seek God for forgiveness, salvation, and wisdom with
spiritual insight about the time we are living in and the intentions and
condition of our own hearts. We will need God’s help for the strength,
courage, and wisdom to overcome the great deception and testing
that is here right now and will be coming in much greater force from
the evil one.
Part II of this newsletter is “Prepare for Coming Events That Will
Change Our Lives”, including hyperinflation and massive food
shortages. You won’t want to miss it.
Be bold. Be strong. Be courageous and walk with the Lord.
Mark Peterson
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